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Abstract
In this article, we focus on one case study from the Convective and Orographically-induced Precipitation
Study (COPS), which took place in north-eastern France and south-western Germany during the summer of
2007, in a low mountain area. We investigate lee side precipitation due to shallow and deep convection
during one Intensive Observation Period (IOP) of COPS which have been well documented by all the
instruments. For that aim, we use a set of observations from radars, radiosoundings, satellite, and a network
of Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers, as well as meteorological analyses and dedicated model
simulation results. The combination of these measurements with GPS tomography results suggests the role of
low level water vapour accumulation and convergence as a precursor to the convective initiation. The origin
of this moistening and wind convergence seems to be linked to a slight change in the wind direction in the
north-west part of the COPS domain. Using a high resolution X band radar, we also describe how small scale
orography affects the precipitation locations, and we show the role of hills near the mouths of the valleys in
convective enhancement. This observation is conﬁrmed by model simulation showing that convection is no
longer enhanced when the hills are suppressed. The further intensiﬁcation of one convective cell over the
Rhine Valley, which is climatologically frequent, is also discussed.
Keywords: COPS, convection, GPS meteorology.
1 Introduction
The study of orographic precipitation is of major impor-
tance because mountainous regions are very sensitive
areas often prone to high risk of ﬂooding. Moreover,
because of its complexity, such orographic precipitation
is difﬁcult to predict quantitatively. Over time, different
research campaigns have been designed to improve the
knowledge of precipitation mechanisms, focussing on
both convection initiation mechanisms and microphysics
processes. Among others, we can cite the Mesoscale
Alpine Program (MAP) in September-November 1999,
which focussed on precipitation over high mountains
(BOUGEAULT et al., 2001; ROTUNNO and HOUZE,
2007), the International H2O Project (IHOP) which stud-
ied the links between 3D water vapour ﬁeld and convec-
tive processes over the USA Southern Great Plains, in
May-June 2002 (WECKWERTH et al., 2004) and the
Convective Storm Initiation Project (CSIP) in summers
2004 and 2005, which took place over the hills of
southern England, under a strong maritime inﬂuence
(BROWNING et al., 2007).
The present study is made in the framework of the
Convective and Orographically-induced Precipitation
Study (COPS) which took place during the summer
2007 in the low mountain area between south-western
Germany and north-eastern France (WULFMEYER et al.,
2008, 2011). The COPS domain stretched over a com-
plex terrain including the Vosges Mountains, the Rhine
Valley, The Black Forest and the Swabian Jura (Fig. 1).
Statistics of convection initiation during the COPS cam-
paign are given by AOSHIMA et al. (2008), and a clima-
tology of convective events (initiation and enhancement)
over the COPS domain is analysed in WECKWERTH et al.
(2011). These studies show that convective initiation is
more common over the mountain regions (the Black For-
est and to a minor extent the Vosges Mountains) than in
the Rhine Valley, while a high frequency of convection
enhancement events is observed over the Rhine Valley.
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The overall objective of COPS is to improve the
Quantitative Precipitation Forecast skills of Numerical
Weather Prediction models over a region of moderate
topography. In that aim, the COPS campaign joined
together scientists from the modelling and experimental
communities for a three month international project.
Within these three months, more instruments were avail-
able during July (especially in the French part of the
COPS domain) especially during Intensive Observations
Periods (IOPs). A large number of instruments were
deployed during the campaign, mainly in ﬁve supersites
(Fig. 1). We will focus here on data from supersite V and
over the Vosges and the west part of the Rhine valley.
The main data and techniques we used in our analyses
are described in section 2.
We focus our study on 18 July 2007, which corre-
sponds to IOP9a. We selected this case because it exhib-
its interesting local lee side Convective Initiations (CI),
quite well observed by numerous instruments available
during this day. As mentioned in many earlier articles
(see e.g. SMITH, 1979; ROE, 2005) precipitation over
the lee side of mountains is generally weaker than over
the crest / windward side (‘‘rain shadow effect’’). Like-
wise typical mechanisms of lee side precipitation are
described in numerous articles, such as BANTA, 1990;
HOUZE, 1993; HAGEN et al., 2011 to name a few.
According to BANTA (1990) the splitting of the ﬂow
by a mountain which is not parallel or nearly parallel
to the wind direction can produce convergence on the
lee side of the mountain. This convergence can trigger
lee side convection. THIELEN and GADIAN (1996) present
high-resolution simulations of a low mountain area and
show that the ﬁrst convective outbreak occurs preferen-
tially on the lee side, even when the sun heated slopes
are the windward slopes. They suppose that an important
perturbation of the ﬂow, possibly including lee waves,
favours lee side CI, while in their case, urban areas fur-
ther impact CI (THIELEN and GADIAN, 1997). In their
studies, they investigate different wind proﬁles in term
of direction, but they do not test the inﬂuence of wind
speed itself, and do not discuss the inﬂuence of the
Froude number Fr ¼ UNH (with N the Brunt-Vaissala fre-
quency, U the mean wind speed of the ﬂow, and H the
characteristic height of the mountain range). This number
is widely used in hydrodynamics and known as a key
parameter for ﬂow interaction with an obstacle as it sep-
arates subcritical (Fr < 1) from supercritical ﬂow
(Fr > 1). Usually, when the Froude number is greater
Figure 1: (a): The COPS domain between France and Germany. The ﬁve supersites, including supersite V, are marked by blue dots with
black edging. Black dots indicate GPS stations (note that each supersite has also one GPS station collocated or nearly collocated). The black
solid circle shows the X band radar maximum range (20 km radius), and the dashed circle is the POLDIRAD maximum range (120 km
radius). The POLDIRAD location is given by the black edged triangle. The black grid indicates the pixels used for tomographic inversion.
The black cross indicates the Nancy synoptic radiosounding station. Colour scale indicates the topography (in meters). White solid lines are
for country borders, and ‘‘Lux.’’ stands for Luxembourg. The principal area of interest for this study is inside the dashed white rectangle.
(b): 3D representation of the area inside the dashed white rectangle in (a). The blue names indicate the main valleys in this area of the Vosges
Mountains. The red arrows and corresponding numbers (1-4) show four hills mentioned in the text, which are also highlighted in Fig. 6a
(hills no. 1–3) and in Fig. 8a (hill no. 4) to help for cross-referencing the ﬁgures. The white star marks the ﬁrst convective initiation location
(see Fig. 6a, and section 3.2.1). For more clarity in this zoom, only the marker for supersite V (blue dot) and for the LaMP X band radar
location (black triangle, not seen in (a) because nearly collocated with a GPS receiver) are kept. The topography (in meters) is given by the
colour scale (and z-axis).
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than unity the ﬂow mainly crosses the obstacle and when
it is lower than unity, the ﬂow splits around the obstacle.
A discussion of the inﬂuence of the Froude number
(and also its limitations) for CI is made by HAGEN
et al. (2011). They use radar data and thus deﬁne CI from
the beginning of precipitation (the C-band radar used
does not detect clouds). They show that CI occurs on
the lee side mainly when the Froude number is greater
than 1 (corresponding to moderate to strong wind speed).
However, they point out that the wind is not perpendicu-
lar to the crest and thus the interpretation of the Froude
number has to be made carefully. A high Froude number
in the COPS region corresponds to ﬂows through the val-
leys and gaps, more than over the mountain chain itself.
Hence, these complex mountain ﬂows are prone to gen-
erate lee side convergence.
VAN BAELEN et al. (2011) show how the GPS-
retrieved water vapour ﬁeld can improve the understand-
ing of various convective conditions (lee side / ridge)
during the COPS campaign. The aim of the present study
is double. We ﬁrst present some improvements which
have been made in respect to VAN BAELEN et al.
(2011). Indeed, we develop a new method to produce
2D Integrated Water Vapour (IWV) maps from GPS data
at various altitudes, and henceforward use it for a better
initialization of the tomographic inversion. Then, in the
third section of this paper, we combine the improved
GPS IWV and tomography results with a complete set
of multi-instrumental observations to investigate in
details convective initiation and enhancement during
one speciﬁc case of lee side convection: the 18th of July
2007 case (COPS IOP9a). In their work PLANCHE et al.
(2013) speciﬁcally investigate the inﬂuence of the relief
on the initiation of convective cells during three COPS
cases (including IOP9a). Using the same simulation set-
up, we also complement our observational analysis by
numerical model results to show the role of orography
in the convective lifecycle.
2 Data and methods
2.1 Vienna Enhanced Resolution Analysis
Thanks to a European network of meteorological ground
stations (which give hourly measurements of wind, pres-
sure, temperature and humidity), the Vienna Enhanced
Resolution Analysis, VERA (STEINACKER et al., 2000,
2006; BICA et al., 2007) provides continuous meteoro-
logical ﬁelds which are useful for GPS data processing
(see section 2.3) and for synergetic use with other mea-
surements (see section 3). VERA is a state-of-the-art tool
for objective data analysis. Station data which are irregu-
larly distributed are checked for both gross and system-
atic errors. Then they are interpolated to a regular grid
using a so-called ﬁngerprint method (BICA et al., 2005;
STEINACKER et al., 2006), based only on physical a priori
knowledge (model-independent) to take into account the
role of orography in meteorological ﬁelds. Hence, VERA
provides mean sea level pressure, potential temperature,
equivalent potential temperature, and wind ﬁelds. The
water vapour mixing ratio and the moisture ﬂux diver-
gence are then calculated as post-processing products.
The analysis results are given hourly at ground level
with a 4 km resolution. The full VERA domain is quite
large (1664 km · 1536 km), but in this article we show
the analysis in a smaller area, corresponding to the main
region of interest, from 47.5N to 49.0N and from 6.5E
to 8.5E.
2.2 Radars
The observations of precipitating systems over the
Vosges Mountains relevant to this work were performed
mainly with two radars: the POLDIRAD radar and the
LaMP X band radar (see Fig. 1 for location), which were
specially deployed for the COPS campaign (HAGEN
et al., 2011; WULFMEYER et al., 2011). Hereafter, the
‘‘precipitation’’ and ‘‘convection initiation’’ expressions
will be used to refer to, respectively, ‘‘precipitation
detected by one of the radars’’ and ‘‘the ﬁrst radar echoes
detected leading then to the formation of a convective
cell’’.
The DLR POLDIRAD radar (SCHROTH et al., 1988)
is a C-band Doppler and polarimetric radar. During the
campaign, it provided Plan Position Indicator (PPI) scans
every 10 minutes, at 1 and 2 elevation, up to a range of
120 km, and Range Height Indicator (RHI) from about
0.2–1 to 30–40 elevation, at an azimuth of 110 (which
is toward the supersite R, see Fig. 1). The beam width is
1 (both in azimuth and elevation) and the radial resolu-
tion is 300 m. Because of excessive ground clutter at 1
elevation, we prefer to use the 2 PPI scan observations
for this study. Although most of the ground clutter has
been removed, some close range effects still remain.
The LaMP X band radar (VAN BAELEN et al., 2009)
provides PPI scans under a ﬁxed elevation of 5 with a
temporal resolution of 30 seconds and a spatial resolution
of 60 m in range and 2 in azimuth up to a range of
20 km. Beyond ground clutter removal, the data process-
ing also includes ﬁltering of reﬂectivity peaks due to
interferences, radar noise and eventual signal artefacts
due to the shape of the antenna. Attenuation correction
based on the HITSCHFELD and BORDAN (1954) method
is performed using an iterative inter-calibration in the
common volume of the radar with a nearby Micro Rain
Radar (PETERS et al., 2005). The complete processing
of the X band radar data is detailed in TRIDON (2011).
The wind proﬁle at supersite V is measured by a
boundary layer wind proﬁler system operated at
1280 MHz. The proﬁler is composed of ﬁve beams,
one pointing vertically and the others towards four
orthogonal directions inclined at 17 off zenith. The wind
component along each beam direction is deduced from
the Doppler shift of the backscattered signal. The three
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wind components are then deduced from the ﬁve redun-
dant radial velocities, with the assumption of no horizon-
tal gradient of wind within the entire volume scanned by
the radar. The proﬁler vertical resolution is 150 m, and its
time resolution is 6 min.
2.3 GPS data and tomography
Although the ﬁrst aim of GPS is precise positioning for
navigation, the potential of GPS for Integrated Water
Vapour (IWV) retrieval and even for tomography has
been known for about twenty years (BEVIS et al.,
1992). The effective use of GPS tomography for atmo-
spheric studies is more recent but has been presented in
numerous articles over the last decade, using various
tomography techniques (FLORES et al., 2001; SEKO
et al., 2004; BASTIN et al., 2005; BI et al., 2006;
CHAMPOLLION et al., 2009; VAN BAELEN et al., 2011).
In the framework of the campaign, the existing perma-
nent GPS station network was complemented by addi-
tional temporary stations over the COPS domain with a
higher density along a line across the Rhine Valley, con-
necting four of the ﬁve supersites. Fig. 1a shows the loca-
tion of GPS stations providing data for the current case
study. Thanks to this network the 3D water vapour ﬁeld
can be retrieved.
The refractive index of air is greater than unity and
depends on meteorological parameters (THAYER, 1974),
which means that the atmosphere delays electromagnetic
waves such as the GPS microwave signals (ASKNE and
NORDIUS, 1987; BEVIS et al., 1992). Hence, one can cal-
culate precisely the atmospheric propagation delay along
each satellite-antenna ray. These delays are called Slant
Total Delays (STD), and in our work they have been
directly estimated using the EPOS analysis software
(BENDER et al., 2008). In the framework of COPS they
have been validated by comparing with radiometer and
model simulations (DENG et al., 2011), even if some
problems remain at very low elevations where the STDs
are often noisy. Thus, a cut-off angle of 7 elevation was
applied.
For water vapour retrieval and tomography, we need
the Slant Integrated Water Vapour (SIWV) amount, i.e.
the total amount of water vapour integrated along each
ray path. These SIWV are calculated in a very standard
way which is presented in the appendix. In the following
sub-sections, we give a special care to the methods used
to calculate IWV from SIWV, to produce 2D IWV maps
and to initialize the tomographic inversion, because they
have been recently developed and are thus different from
those presented in VAN BAELEN et al. (2011).
2.3.1 Integrated Water Vapour
The IWV (i.e. the total amount of water vapour along the
vertical direction) at each GPS station is needed for
tomography initialization (see next section) and for the
case study itself. There, an IWV is estimated from each
single SIWV, using the Niell wet mapping function
(NIELL, 1996). These individual IWVs are all different
because they cross different parts of the atmosphere (sat-
ellites at different azimuths and elevations). In order to
take that distribution into account, a reference position
is associated to each of these IWVs. This reference posi-
tion corresponds to the location where the path reaches
an altitude such as the half of the water vapour is above
it (usually around 2 km height). Hence, a set of IWV is
available at different positions around each GPS station
and a surface is ﬁtted to these IWVs. The resulting
IWV at the GPS station location is then estimated from
the surface equation.
However, the water vapour density decreases with
altitude and, thus, interpolation of IWV between GPS sta-
tions with substantial differences of altitude has to be
done carefully. More precisely, in a mountainous terrain
with stations positioned in the valleys and on the moun-
tain tops, we cannot easily perform the IWV interpolation
if there are not enough stations to resolve the slopes. The
COPS GPS network corresponds to this situation. There-
fore we need to take this altitude effect into account when
generating 2D IWV maps. The IWVs must be normal-
ized to a reference pressure (or altitude) level before
being spatially interpolated. MORLAND and MA¨TZLER
(2007) propose an empirical method for climatological
studies based on the exponential decrease of the water
vapour density with altitude. They apply their method
on six hours averaged GPS data but still observe some
anomalies in case of high IWV horizontal gradients.
Here, we propose another simple method more
adapted to the high temporal resolution GPS data we
use. This method is based on the extrapolations of the
measurements to a reference altitude (chosen as the
1000 hPa level), using the European Centre for Med-
ium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) RA-Interim
Analysis (SIMONS et al., 2007; DEE et al., 2011). First,
the IWV obtained from interpolated ERA-Interim data
are calculated, for each GPS station and at every time
step. Then, the coefﬁcient c is deﬁned by:
c ¼ IWV GPS
IWV ECMWFz
with IWVECMWF-z the IWV calculated from ECMWF anal-
ysis between GPS station height and 12 km height (which
is not the highest ECMWF level but corresponds to the top
of the grid used for tomography, see next section). And
ﬁnally, the IWV extrapolated at the 1000 hPa reference
level are estimated:
IWV0 ¼ IWVGPS þ c IWVECMWF0 – IWVECMWFzð Þ
where IWVECMWF-0 is the amount of water vapour inte-
grated between the reference level and 12 km height. 2D
water vapour maps are obtained by interpolation between
all these IWV0.
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2.3.2 Tomography
In the tomography method, the analysis domain above
the GPS network is cut into boxes (usually called voxels,
for volume pixels). The tomographic inversion retrieves
the water vapour density (i.e. the mass of water vapour
per cubic meter of air) inside each voxel using the
SIWVs and the lengths of the corresponding rays within
each voxels. The ray length within each voxel, which is a
key parameter for the inversion, is calculated at the ﬁrst
order, i.e. with the approximation of a spherical Earth
and neglecting the ray bending due to atmospheric refrac-
tivity gradients.
An a-priori water vapour ﬁeld is needed to initialize
the inversion with a 4D water vapour ﬁeld at the spatial
and temporal resolution of tomography. Such a dataset
does not exist and thus the low resolution ERA-Interim
data are used. These analyses are given with a horizontal
resolution of 0.5 in longitude and latitude, 21 vertical
levels below 12 km, and a temporal resolution of 6 hours
(analyses are made four times a day, at 00:00, 06:00,
12:00 and 18:00 UTC). Although this resolution is very
low compared to the expected tomography resolution, it
has the merit to introduce realistic vertical structure in
the ﬁeld which is not the case with the standard theoret-
ical exponential decay used in the previous version of the
tomography (REVERDY, 2008, REVERDY et al., 2009;
VAN BAELEN et al., 2011). Thus, the ECMWF analyses
are interpolated ﬁrst vertically and then horizontally
(for each vertical layer) in order to obtain the necessary
spatial resolution. Finally, a temporal linear interpolation
is performed. We do not use any soundings, so that they
could be used later for independent comparison with
tomography results. Moreover, radiosoundings made dur-
ing COPS are not uniformly distributed either in space or
in time and the lack of radiosoundings around the COPS
domain is problematic for interpolation.
To obtain an initialization consistent with the GPS
data, we want ECMWF derived IWV to be the same as
GPS derived IWV. In order to do this comparison, we
estimate the mean coefﬁcient c (as deﬁned in the previous
section) in each pixel shown in Fig. 1, i.e. in each column
of voxels. Then we scale the ECMWF data to the GPS,
multiplying by c, and use them to initialize the
tomography.
The tomographic routines themselves have already
been presented in REVERDY (2008), REVERDY et al.
(2009) and VAN BAELEN et al. (2011). They use damped
weighted least squares to retrieve the 3D water vapour
ﬁeld from the SIWV. In the current study, the tomogra-
phy is run with a temporal resolution of 5 minutes. Then,
in order to reduce the jumps in GPS data mainly due to
the change in the available satellite between time t and
t+5 minutes, we use a 20 min sliding average window.
The horizontal resolution is of about 30 km, with 8 · 7
horizontal pixels (Fig. 1a), and there are 27 vertical
levels, from mean sea level to 12 km above, with a
thickness of 150–200 m in the low atmosphere (up to
3 km height), and then increasing with height. That mod-
erate resolution is a compromise between the need of a
sufﬁcient resolution, and the limited number of available
SIWV (increasing the number of voxels would result in
an increase of the number of voxels without any ray
crossing them). In the present study, some results
obtained from higher resolution tomography are also pre-
sented (tomography with 16 · 14 pixels, i.e. about 15 km
horizontal resolution). This allows ﬁner scale analysis,
but the results obtained have to be analysed carefully
as the number of voxels poorly ﬁlled by STDs (or even
empty) increases leading to possible artifacts in the
tomography results.
3 Case study: July 18th, 2007 (IOP9a)
3.1 Synoptic conditions
On July 18th 2007, the COPS domain is in the transition
area between a long-wave mid/upper level trough ini-
tially stretching south-westward from the central part of
Scandinavia over the North Sea and the British Isles
towards the Azores and a rather intense ridge covering
northern Africa, the western and central parts of the Med-
iterranean Sea region as well as south-eastern Europe.
This area is crossed by a quite strong south-westerly ﬂow,
with wind speed of about 15 ms1 at 700 hPa (Fig. 2b).
The associated surface pressure ﬁeld has the same
structure but with low pressure gradients over central
Europe (Fig. 2a). A surface frontal zone separates hot
and moist air in the southeast from cooler and more sta-
ble air to the northwest (Fig. 2c, d). This SW-NE orien-
tated front, in the vicinity of the COPS region, is
favourable for large scale lifting due to air-mass advec-
tion associated with strong temperature gradients which
trigger lifting of the warmer air over the colder air. More-
over, according to the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD,
German meteorological service) analysis charts a synop-
tic convergence line at ground level crosses the COPS
domain at 18:00 UTC (Fig. 2d). Hence there is a
moderate large scale forcing and a low level lifting is
expected, which could favour convection initiation and
enhancement.
Moreover, the radiosoundings at supersite V (on the
lee side of the Vosges Mountains) give a Mixing Layer
CAPE (BANTA, 1990) of about 750–800 J kg1 both at
14:15 UTC and 17:15 UTC with respectively the Con-
vective Condensation Level at 1350 m and 1500 m, the
Level of Free Convection at 1500 m and 1800 m and
Equilibrium Level at about 9300 m for both radiosoun-
dings (Fig. 3). The CIN is lower than 10 J kg1. Hence,
the thermodynamic conditions are favourable at least to
shallow convection, with moderate CAPE and low
CIN, so that convection could initiate and enhance espe-
cially if the large scale forcing is supported by a more
local forcing. The Nancy radiosounding at 12:00 UTC
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(not shown) reveals a Froude number greater than unity
above 600 m, especially between 600 m and 1500 m,
indicating that the ﬂow mainly crosses the mountains,
and that no blocking situation is expected, either on the
windward side of the Vosges or upstream (note that the
Froude number in the lower layers of the atmosphere is
not deﬁned because the atmosphere is not stable but neu-
tral / locally unstable). Thus, this ﬂow is not expected to
lead to convergence upstream on the west part of the
Vosges Mountains, but could interact with the valley
winds and lead to convergence near the ground or at
higher altitudes, over the crest or on the lee side.
VERA wind and Moisture Flux Convergence (MFC)
ﬁelds complete this overview of the synoptic conditions,
making the link with the mesoscale and the local condi-
tions (Fig. 4). We can ﬁrst observe that during the period
14:00 UTC – 17:00 UTC, there is MFC over the Vosges
crest and on the lee side, which contrast with moisture
ﬂux divergence in the Rhine valley and to a minor extent
in the Black Forest (a more detailed analysis of VERA
wind and MFC ﬁelds is given in the next section). As dis-
cussed for instance in BANACOS and SCHULTZ (2005) on
a meso / synoptic scale and in KALTHOFF et al. (2009) on
a more local point of view, this MFC can be an important
trigger of convection. Hence, in the current case study,
the observed moderate CAPE, low CIN, meso-scale
MFC and moderate larger scale forcing generate a suit-
able context for convective initiation and enhancement.
3.2 Local observations of precipitation,
water vapour and wind
3.2.1 Observations of precipitating systems
POLDIRAD (Fig. 5) observed some light showers (with
maximum reﬂectivity of about 25 dBZ) on the west of
the Vosges during the afternoon from about 15:30 UTC
until the end of the day. These small non-convective cells
seem to be advected rather than locally formed as they
progress towards the north-east in agreement with the
synoptic conditions (i.e. in our case the surface front in
the north-west of the COPS domain) which are consistent
with ECMWF wind analysis at 700 hPa (Fig. 2a).
At 16:40 UTC a small cell initiates in the Bruche val-
ley mouth (Fig. 5b) and develops quite rapidly with
POLDIRAD maximum reﬂectivity reaching 40 dBZ at
16:50 UTC and more than 55 dBZ at 17:10 UTC
(Fig. 5c). This initial reﬂectivity peak does not develop
further and 10 minutes later the reﬂectivity decreases,
with only very small areas of reﬂectivity greater than
Figure 2: (a, b) : Surface AMSL pressure (hPa) and wind direction at 10 m height (a) and geopotential height (in meters) and horizontal
wind (barbs and colour scale, in m.s1) at 700 hPa (b) from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) Analyses
on 18 July 2007 at 12:00 UTC. (c, d) : Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD, German Meteorological Service) analyses charts showing surface
fronts and wind convergence lines at 12:00 UTC (c) and 18:00 UTC (d). The red boxes (a-d) show the COPS domain.
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45 dBZ (not shown). Then the cell moves and stretches
north-eastward and leaves the Bruche Valley mouth for
the centre of the Rhine Valley (Fig. 5d) where the cell
develops again and reaches its maximum reﬂectivity
and size at 18:11 UTC (Fig. 5e). Considering the general
lightning activity detected by the LIghtning detection
NETwork, LINET (BETZ et al., 2009), the maximum
total lightning rate is reached between 18:00 and 18:05
UTC (31 return strokes in 5 minutes) when the reﬂectiv-
ity also reaches its maximum. This correlation between
rainfall and lightning activity (see inset Fig. 5d, e) has
been observed in many studies (TAPIA et al., 1998;
SOULA and CHAUZY, 2001) and may be considered as
a marker of the mainly convective nature of these cells
(as mentioned e.g. in TAPIA et al., 1998; RIVAS SORIANO
and DE PABLO, 2003). Moreover, at the same time, the
POLDIRAD RHI scan shows that the vertical extension
of the convective cloud is up to about 8 km height and
this observation is also in good agreement with the
LINET network data which show intra-cloud lightning
at an altitude up to 8 km between 17:42 and 17:58 UTC.
Likewise the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
10.8 lm channel maximum brightness temperature (not
shown) is about 240 K at 18:00 UTC which also corre-
sponds to an altitude of about 8.5 km (with a surface
temperature of 295 K and assuming a standard vertical
temperature gradient). Thus, the multi-instrumental study
of this cell shows its deep convective nature. Finally, the
cell decay begins after 18:45 UTC when it reaches the
north slopes of the Black Forest (Fig. 5f).
At 18:11 UTC, another cell initiates on the lee side of
the Vosges, in the Giessen valley area (see location
Fig. 1b, hill no. 4), about 30 km to the south of the ﬁrst
CI location (Fig. 5e). This cell develops and its reﬂectiv-
ity maximum is about 45–50 dBZ at 18:45 UTC (Fig. 5f)
and greater than 50 dBZ at 18:55–19:05 UTC (not
shown). Then, the cell decays and dissipates over the
Rhine Valley. The POLDIRAD RHI scan shows a verti-
cal extension up to about 6 km height at 19:01 UTC but
no associated lightning activity is detected. Moreover, the
MSG 10.8 lm channel (not shown) does not show
brightness temperature lower than 260–270 K at 19:00
UTC which indicates a cloud top altitude of about
5 km and thus conﬁrms that convection remains shallow.
Note that the MSG infrared imager resolution is about
3 km which should be sufﬁcient in view of the maximum
PPI-reﬂectivity area of the cell which is greater than
5 km · 5 km. However, the difference in resolution
between the radar and the satellite is probably responsible
for the lower cloud top altitude obtained from MSG data
compared to POLDIRAD.
The high resolution X band radar from LaMP was
suitably located to allow for a more detailed analysis of
these two convective events. For the ﬁrst convective event
(Fig. 6), there is unfortunately a partial screening in the
north-west quadrant (TRIDON, 2011), but we can see that
the cell initiates at 16:40 UTC over the northern slopes of
the Bruche Valley (Fig. 6a and white star Fig. 1b for the
CI location). Then, the cell develops over these slopes,
and stretches north-eastward, in a direction which is
nearly parallel to the Bruche Valley (Fig. 6b). After
17:00 UTC (Fig. 6c, d), an intensiﬁcation of the cell is
visible around two hills near the Bruche Valley mouth.
The reﬂectivity at the centre of the cell reaches
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Figure 3: Water vapourmixing ratio (small black circles) andvirtual temperature (thin solid line) from the soundings launched fromsupersiteV
at 14:15 UTC (a) and 17:15 UTC (b), July 18, 2007. The dashed line indicates the virtual temperature of an ascending parcel. The CAPE
and CIN values given in the text are calculated from this difference between environment and parcel virtual temperature.
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60 dBZ. Then the reﬂectivity decreases and the cell is
advected north-eastward (Fig. 6e). A second enhance-
ment of the cell intensity is observed ten minutes later
(Fig. 6f) with a quite large area of high reﬂectivity
(> 50 dBZ), stretching along the north-east direction,
from the hill in the south of the Bruche Valley mouth
(see Fig. 1b, no. 3).
In fact, the detailed time series of high temporal reso-
lution radar images (not shown) indicates that these two
enhancement periods could also be seen as two individ-
ual cells located very close to each other before they
merge together (however sometimes with two distinct
parts, as in Fig. 5d). It has to be noted that this is not a
multicellular storm, as they are usually larger and charac-
terised by new cells formations in front of the oldest cell,
which is the opposite here. However, we can expect some
interaction between the two cells. Hence, the remaining
question is: are these cells two distinct ones or just two
enhancement phases of one single convective system?
As radar observations show two distinct cells during only
a very short period of time and other data are not avail-
able with sufﬁcient temporal and spatial resolution, we
will consider hereafter that this convective system is
composed of one cell with two enhancement phases.
After 17:45 UTC the cell remains intense (as seen with
POLDIRAD in Fig. 5) but is advected away from the
Bruche Valley area and beyond the X band radar range.
Thus, the ﬁrst development phases of the cell seem to
be reinforced by interactions with local orography, before
the cell grows again over the Rhine Valley.
Figure 4: Wind direction (streamlines are thin black lines and arrows) and moisture ﬂux convergence (MFC, colour shading, g kg1 s1) at
10 meters above ground level from Vienna Enhanced Resolution Analysis (VERA) between 14:00 and 17:00 UTC. VERA resolution is
4 km for both wind and MFC. Thick black solid lines indicate orography. The white rectangle indicates the domain shown in Fig. 1b. The
white lines indicate the Giessen Valley (to the South) and the Bruche Valley (to the North). Between these two valleys, the white triangle
marks the LaMP X band radar location, and the white circle is for the supersite V. The second white triangle in the north-east of the Bruche
Valley indicates POLDIRAD location.
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Figure 5: POLDIRAD PPI scans at 2 elevation, at 16:10 UTC (a), 16:40 UTC (b), 17:10 UTC (c), 17:40 UTC (d), 18:11 UTC (e) and
18:45 UTC (f), on July 18th, 2007. Colour scale indicates the reﬂectivity in dBZ. The supersite V is marked by a blue circle, the X band
radar location is the black triangle nearby and the POLDIRAD radar location in the second black triangle, to the north. The dashed black
rectangle indicates the area shown in Fig. 1b. The two blues lines indicate the Bruche valley (north) and the Giessen valley (south).The red
lines (a) are the directions of the two vertical cross sections shown in Fig. 12. The remaining ground clutters are marked by black arrows (a).
Red ellipses (b-f) show the ﬁrst cell mentioned in the text. The second one is marked by a green ellipse (e,f). The yellow stars in the zooms
(inset d, e) indicate the lightnings detected between 17:42 and 17:45 UTC (d) and between 18:09 and 18:13 UTC (e).
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PLANCHE et al. (2013) also studied this convective
cell using the high resolution cloud resolving model of
CLARK et al. (1996). A comparative study between the
observations and simulations during the ﬁrst enhance-
ment phase shows that the simulated and observed radar
reﬂectivities are comparable (PLANCHE et al., 2013). In
order to investigate the role of the orography on the ﬁrst
enhancement of this convective system, a sensitivity
study was performed by modifying the topography close
to its initiation point, i.e. removing hills at the exit of the
Bruche valley (labelled 2 and 3 in Fig. 1b). This topog-
raphy modiﬁcation does not affect the ﬁrst enhancement
phase of this convective system (Fig. 7a, b). This means
that those hills do not play any noticeable role at this
time.
During the second enhancement of the convective
system (Fig. 7c, d), the impact of the hills present in
the mouth of the Bruche valley becomes visible since
the intensity of the cell is considerably lower when the
topography is modiﬁed. Hence, these model simulations
conﬁrm that the second enhancement of the cell is trig-
gered by the orography.
In conclusion, according to radar observations, the
triggering of the ﬁrst convective event seems to be
affected by the northern slopes of the Bruche valley
and also by a secondary valley mouth (at the location
Figure 6: LaMP X band radar reﬂectivity map (colour scale in dBZ) at 5 elevation (PPI), approximately every 10 minutes between 16:40
UTC (a) and 17:31 UTC (f). The topography is represented by solid black contour lines, the ﬁrst line corresponds to 250 m above mean sea
level, and then the lines are plotted every 200 m. The red cross shows the radar location and the clear blue cross south-east of the radar is the
supersite V location. The area within the two dashed bold lines corresponds to an area of partial blocking where reﬂectivity is under-
estimated. The river name is written in blue (a), the red circle indicates the ﬁrst signal of CI activity detected by the radar (see also the white
star in Fig. 1b), and the three hills highlighted with orange-transparent marking are those shown in Fig. 1b (number 1 to 3, from north to
south). The two red lines (a) indicate the locations of the cross-sections shown in Fig. 12. The blue triangle (a) indicates the location of the
in-situ measurement station mentioned in the text.
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of CI at 16:40 UTC, see Fig. 6a and also the white star in
Fig. 1b). Then, two distinct enhancement phases are vis-
ible in the formation of the convective system. The ﬁrst
one seems to be affected by the northern slopes of the
Bruche valley (no. 1 in Fig. 1b) whereas the second
one is triggered by the hills situated in the mouth of
the Bruche valley (no. 2–3 in Fig. 1b).
The ﬁrst echoes of the second convective event
(Fig. 8) are detected by the X band radar at 18:07 UTC.
Their location coincides with a hill in the north of the
Giessen Valley mouth (no. 4 in Fig. 1b). We cannot be
completely sure that the precipitating cell has not been
advected into the radar range as they appear near the
maximum range of the radar and no other high resolution
radar observation is available. However at 18:10 UTC
(Fig. 8a), the cell is very small with low reﬂectivity
(< 20 dBZ). Thus, even if the cell existed before
18:07 UTC and has been advected, it was not yet a con-
vective cell. Furthermore POLDIRAD observations
(Fig. 5e) seem to conﬁrm this hypothesis as no active cell
is detected in that area or upwind before its detection by
the LaMP X band radar. Once detected the cell size and
reﬂectivity increase quickly and by 18:20 UTC the cell
stretches north-eastward over approximately 10 km and
reaches a maximum reﬂectivity of about 50 dBZ
(Fig. 8b). Then the major part of the cell detaches from
the hill side and moves into the Rhine valley, while the
reﬂectivity reaches up to 60 dBZ (Fig. 8c) before
decaying and enhancing again (Fig. 8d-f) up to 19:05
UTC when it starts fading away. At the same time the
convective cell moves away from the mountains and a
new cell seems to initiate again at the same spot in the
mouth of the Giessen valley. Likewise, regeneration /
new cell formation and mixing with previous cells being
advected over the Rhine continue till 19:10 UTC. Hence,
cell initiation / regeneration occurs many times at the
same location, which points to the essential role of local
orography on convection.
In conclusion, during that afternoon, all the convec-
tive cells initiate on the east part of the Vosges Mountains
and more particularly near the mouths of the valleys.
High resolution observations and numerical model
sensitivity study both show the crucial role of ﬁne scale
orography on convection initiation and enhancement on
the lee side of the Vosges Mountains during IOP9a.
3.2.2 Wind and water vapour dynamics
VERA shows complex wind and MFC features at ground
level, with rapid changes in the Rhine Valley during the
afternoon (Fig. 4). At 13:00–14:00 UTC a moderate
(5–6 m s1) westerly ﬂow crosses the Vosges Mountains
between the Bruche and the Giessen Valley. The wind
speed then decreases and at 15:00 UTC, the ﬂow is
mainly split by the Vosges mountains. This ﬂow splitting
is nevertheless associated with a partial crossing, espe-
cially on the northern part of the Vosges. A local MFC
and a low wind zone are observed over the crests and
Figure 7: Radar reﬂectivity (colour scale, dBZ) simulated using the high resolution cloud resolving model of CLARK et al. (1996) at 17:10
UTC (a,b) and 17:30 UTC (c,d). The lines represent the topography used by the model. They are every 100 m (beginning at 200 m height).
In (a,c) the topography is the ‘‘real’’ topography, while in (b,d) the hills in the mouth of the Bruche valley have been removed. Details about
the simulation set-up are given in PLANCHE et al. (2013). The blue cross indicates supersite V.
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in the Bruche valley. At 16:00 UTC the crossing is more
marked, and the wind regime in the Rhine valley has
changed from a mainly northward ﬂow to a mainly
southward ﬂow, and the MFC at ground level decreases
over the Vosges crests and in the Bruche Valley. At
17:00 UTC, the situation is quite similar and the conver-
gence zone moves southward. During that period (from
15:00 to 17:00 UTC) we observe the strong inﬂuence
of upstream wind direction on the valley wind regime
and convergence areas. Indeed, the very small clockwise
rotation of the wind in the north-west of the domain leads
to an inversion of the wind direction and a modiﬁcation
of the convergence zone locations in the Rhine Valley.
This is consistent with previous studies (e.g. BANTA,
1990; HAGEN et al., 2011) mentioning the major
inﬂuence of wind direction on precipitation in mountain-
ous areas.
By 18:00 UTC (not shown), there is no more
MFC zone in the Bruche valley area and even a moisture
divergence zone coupled with a northerly/north-westerly
wind enhanced in the mouth of the Bruche valley. Further
south, the wind is nearly parallel to the Vosges crests.
Complementary observations are given by the UHF
wind proﬁler at supersite V (Fig. 9) which indicates a
moderate horizontal wind in the lower part of the tropo-
sphere (< 10 m s1 below 2 km AMSL, Fig. 9a). The
wind proﬁler shows that in the low atmosphere (up to
1 km AMSL) the wind direction changes between
(f)
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 8: LaMP X band radar reﬂectivity map, as in Fig. 6 but for the second cell mentioned in the text. PPI scans are given every
10 minutes, from 18:10 (a) to 19:00 UTC (f). The hill no. 4 shown in Fig. 1b is inside the red circle (a), which also corresponds to
convective initiation location. The names of the main rivers are written in blue in (a).
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16:00 and 17:00 UTC, from southerly to north-easterly.
This conﬁrms the changes in wind direction observed
in the VERA data. This change appears thus to affect
not only the surface layer but the low atmosphere up to
about 1 km of height. Wind proﬁlers are also sensitive
to precipitation via Rayleigh scattering (RALPH, 1995).
Hence, the vertical Doppler velocity measurements
during precipitation are actually a combination of the
hydrometeors fall speed and vertical wind. Overall, apart
from the strong Doppler velocities toward the ground
associated with precipitation (Fig. 9b, black columns in
the morning and between about 19:00 and 20:00 UTC)
there is no speciﬁc features which could indicate the
presence of a mountain wave. The observed vertical
winds are very moderate.
The VERA mixing ratio (Fig. 10) reveals two moist
areas in the Rhine Valley, respectively in the north-east
and in the south-east of the Vosges Mountains. The ﬁrst
one remains humid between 14:00 and 17:00 UTC (how-
ever with a slow and light drying of less than 1.5 g kg1
in 3 hours) while the second one in the south-east part of
the Vosges Mountains dries stronger (about 3 g kg1 in
3 hours). The later drying contrasts with the MFC values
which are mainly positive during this period (Fig. 4).
This could be due to the turbulent mixing of moisture
within the boundary layer especially if the boundary layer
Figure 9: Horizontal wind speed and direction (a, adapted from what shown in VAN BAELEN et al., 2011) and vertical wind speed (b) from
the UHF wind proﬁler at supersite V. The white lines (b) surround positive vertical winds.
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depth is extending vertically under the inﬂuence of
surface heating, which will also tend to increase surface
drying. The radiosoundings at supersite V are of little
use to help us to understand better the situation as super-
site V lies outside of the concerned area (Fig. 3 shows
that in the lowermost atmosphere the mixing ratio
remains nearly constant, with values between
12.7 g kg1 and 13.5 g kg1). Hence, we can see here
the limits of using only surface data, which are known
to be most of the time insufﬁcient (MUELLER et al.,
1993) but also the limits of a single measurement point
as for radiosoundings. Nevertheless, we can notice that
mixing ratio on the east (lee) side of the mountain range
is (and remains) signiﬁcantly high compare to the other
side, creating favourable conditions for convective initia-
tion. The origin of the moist pouch which develops in the
north-east of the Vosges Mountains from 12:00 UTC (not
shown) seems to be linked with precipitation which
occurs in the early morning, following by moisture ﬂux
convergence at ground level from 10:00 UTC.
We cannot go much further on the interpretation of the
origins of CI and convective enhancement using only
Figure 10: VERAwater vapour mixing ratio (colour shading, g kg1) at 2 m above ground level (AGL) and wind direction (black arrows)
at 10 m AGL, at 14:00 UTC (a) and 17:00 UTC (b). VERA resolution is 4 km, for both wind and mixing ratio. The white rectangle
indicates the domain shown in Fig. 1b. The two white lines indicate the Bruche (north) and Giessen (south) valleys. The white circle
indicates the supersite V, and the white triangles are for POLDIRAD (north) and the LaMP X band radar (near supersite V). Topography is
shown by the thin black contours.
Figure 11: Integrated Water Vapour (kg m2) estimated at the 1000 hPa pressure level from GPS ground station data, at 15:00 (a), 16:15
(b) and 16:45 UTC (c). The two small white lines (a) indicate the Bruche valley (north) and the Giessen valley (south). The black dashed
rectangle refers to the area shown in Fig. 1b, and the two red lines correspond to the vertical cross-sections shown in Fig. 12. The two circles
indicates the convection initiation locations of the ﬁrst cell (in the Bruche Valley, Fig. 6a) and of the second cell (over a hill near the Giessen
valley mouth, Fig. 8a).
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surface data because they do not give information about
the water vapour in higher levels which is important for
the convection. That is why the GPS measurements can
be so valuable.
According to GPS IWV measurements, there is a
moist band along the north-east part of the Vosges Moun-
tains from about 15:00 UTC (Fig. 11). Within this band
we observe a signiﬁcantly moister area near the Bruche
valley mouth. From 16:15 to 16:45 UTC, the enhance-
ment of this moist area is visible, growing from the zone
between the Bruche valley and the Giessen valley toward
the Bruche valley and the mountain ridges. This moisten-
ing conﬁrms that the light decrease of the mixing ratio at
low level is counterbalanced by mixing in the boundary
layer. This moistening has to be linked with the switch
of the wind direction in the Rhine valley which leads
to the observed lee side wind convergence and MFC
between 16:00 and 17:00 UTC (Fig. 4). We further notice
that this time frame corresponds to the ﬁrst CI detected
by the LaMP X band radar (16:40 UTC, Fig. 6a).
Furthermore, GPS tomography provides one further
step in the water vapour ﬁeld description to understand
its interactions with the convective systems and orogra-
phy (VAN BAELEN et al., 2011). From the 3D GPS
tomography results, we will use here two vertical cross-
sections, one at constant latitude of 48.5N (latitude of
the voxel centres) and the other at constant longitude of
7.56E (see red lines Fig. 11) which crosses through
the principal area of interest.
Using the ﬁrst vertical cross-section, Fig. 12 shows
the development (12:00–15:00 UTC) and maintenance
(15:00–18:00 UTC) of a very moist area in the low tro-
posphere over the lee of the Vosges Mountains and the
western part of the Rhine Valley, which later spreads
quickly to the east at 17:50–18:00 UTC, mainly below
500 m AMSL. Thus, between 15:00 and 17:30 UTC,
there is thus a rather intense east-west water vapour
gradient below 2 km AMSL (see Fig. 12b, c). The begin-
ning of the precipitation associated with the ﬁrst convec-
tive event (at 16:40 UTC according to X band radar,
Fig. 6a) occurs during this period. The water vapour
depletion observed over the eastern Rhine Valley is cer-
tainly linked to low troposphere dynamics. Indeed, as
shown in Fig. 4, the moisture ﬂux divergence seen over
the east part of the Rhine Valley at ground level contrasts
with the local MFC observed over the crest and the east
part of the Vosges Mountains.
Likewise the tomography longitudinal cross section
shows that the humidity is localised in the vicinity of
the precipitation area at the exit of the Bruche Valley,
with the moistest part between about 48.4N and
48.6N during the afternoon. Then, this area moves
slightly to the south after 17:10 UTC, whereas the north
part dries (about 49N) from 17:45 UTC (not shown, but
see the evolution between 15:00 and 18:00 UTC,
Fig. 12d-e). This is associated with the second cell initi-
ation which occurs at about 18:10 UTC (Fig. 8a).
Thus, the tomography conﬁrms and clariﬁes what the
IWV maps suggested. Furthermore, the synergy between
tomographic results and high resolution X band radar
reﬂectivity maps indicates that the ﬁrst development
phases of the ﬁrst cell seem to be reinforced by the
interactions with the local orography in an area where a
high amount of water vapour is available and associated
with a local MFC and wind convergence at ground level
as shown with VERA.
When the cell grows again as it moves over the Rhine
Valley, it is associated with a modiﬁcation of the water
vapour ﬁeld. Indeed GPS tomography indicates that from
17:45 UTC the moist zone spreads eastward in the
Rhine valley. Moreover, higher resolution tomography
performed in this case with 15 km horizontal resolution
instead of 30 km (not shown) shows a very localised
moist area which appears near the convection enhance-
ment location at 18:00 UTC. This area remains very
moist till 19:00 UTC while, according to POLDIRAD,
the system begins to decay after 18:45 UTC (Fig. 5f).
However, this moistening of the low atmosphere is not
linked to any signiﬁcant moisture ﬂux convergence at
the low level. It is very localised and increases quickly.
This leads us to believe that this moisture spot is due
to precipitation evaporation. Thus, this second phase
enhancement, without any direct orographic effect, could
be linked to the synoptic low level convergence line
observed in the analysis at 18:00 UTC but not at 12:00
UTC (Fig. 2c, d). Again, the data available will not allow
us to go further in the interpretation of the convective
enhancement over the Rhine valley for which ﬁner scale
measurements or model studies are needed.
The GPS tomography vertical resolution is 150 m
close to the ground but this is only relevant if enough
SWDs are available in the corresponding near surface
voxels. Thus, very local measurements at surface based
meteorological stations near the cell enhancement loca-
tion could give complementary information about the
surface layer thermodynamics. Unfortunately, only a
few in situ measurements have been made in the area
of interest. So we focus on the measurements made at
the ground station on the hill to the north of the LaMP
X band radar position (measurement station at 48.64N,
7.488E, 375 m height, marked by a blue triangle in
Fig. 6a, the hill is no. 1 in Fig. 1a). The moisture data
show a very small mixing ratio enhancement between
15:00 and 16:00 UTC (+0.5 g kg1 in one hour) and then
a quick decrease (about 2 g kg1 between 16:00 and
17:00 UTC). No signiﬁcant moisture accumulation is
seen at ground level. The temperature between 15:00
and 17:00 UTC remains quite constant (about 25 C)
and decreases of 3 C between 17:00 and 18:00 UTC
(associated with an increase of water vapour mixing ratio
and so mainly due to precipitation evaporation). Thus,
contrary to the low troposphere moisture dynamics, the
local ground thermodynamic conditions do not seem to
play any important role in precipitation enhancement
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over the hill. This does not mean that surface moisture
itself is not important but rather that in the present case
the water vapour is not provided to the convective system
through an enhancement of the local moisture via surface
ﬂuxes, but through moisture advection around the con-
vection enhancement location.
4 Summary and conclusions
In this case study, we have shown how the synergy of
different observations and measurement techniques could
beneﬁt the analysis of convective initiation and enhance-
ment in a complex convective environment. Thus, the
synthesis of observations from two radars, GPS IWV
and tomography, VERA ﬁelds, UHF wind proﬁler,
MSG images and LINET data enabled to provide a quite
extensive and detailed description of two major precipita-
tion events observed on the 18th of July 2007 on the lee
side of the Vosges Mountains.
In particular, we distinguished between a ﬁrst deep
convective cell and a second shallower convective
shower, and showed their local interactions with orogra-
phy at meso- and local scale. The meso-scale orography
(the Vosges mountain range) creates favourable condi-
tions on the lee side by generating convergence near
the Bruche Valley before the ﬁrst CI event, while the
small scale orography plays an important role by trigger-
ing convective initiation and enhancement.
Wind and associated moisture convergence are well
known as signiﬁcant contributor to convective initiation.
Indeed, GPS IWV ﬁelds and tomography results reveal
increasedmoisture accumulation alongmost of the Vosges
lee side during the afternoon. In particular, GPS tomogra-
phy indicates a strong water vapour density gradient
between the lee slopes of the Vosges Mountains and the
Rhine valley, and a pouch of high humidity can be identi-
ﬁed in the area of CI before the onset of precipitation. This
available moisture allowed for more intense convection
and led to thunderstormdevelopmentwith associated light-
ning activity. The origin of this moisture seems to be
mainly due to low level moisture ﬂux convergence within
the boundary layer (BEHRENDT et al., 2011). This conver-
gence is due to a small modiﬁcation in the mesoscale wind
ﬁeld in the north-west of the COPS domain. Indeed, this
change induces an inversion of the wind direction within
the Rhine valley and local convergence along the lee side
of the Vosges Mountains. Thus the dynamics and the CI
are very sensitive to the wind direction upstream of the
mountain range. Furthermore, high resolution radar obser-
vations show that local orographic features at themouths of
valleys coincide with the triggering and enhancement of
the convective activity.
(f)
12:00 UTC 15:00 UTC 18:00 UTC
18:00 UTC12:00 UTC 15:00 UTC
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 12: Vertical cross-sections of the water vapour density (g m3) at the latitude 48.5N (a-c) and at the longitude 7.56E (d-f) obtained
from GPS tomography (location of the cross-sections are marked by red lines on previous ﬁgures). Black shading indicates the topography.
Black solid lines are iso-density lines (constant water vapour density of 15 g m3, 12.5 g m3, 10 g m3, 7.5 g m3 and 5 g m3).
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In contrast, the later enhancement of the cell over the
Rhine valley does not result from any new inﬂux of water
vapour in the atmosphere, but lead to a localized moist-
ening through precipitation evaporation. This convective
enhancement could be due to modiﬁcation in synoptic
conditions, mainly the formation of a large-scale conver-
gence line at 18:00 UTC.
The second event meets less favourable local dynam-
ical conditions and a slightly lower water vapour mixing
ratio allowing only moderate convection activity.
Although the different cells of the second event seem
to be linked to orography for their initiation / regenera-
tion, their enhancement occurs mainly away from the
mountains. They do not reach the mature stage, although
they produce locally high radar reﬂectivity.
Thus, convective initiation on the 18th of July 2007
occurs in two different locations and GPS tomography
indicates that water vapour plays an important role as pre-
cursor of convective initiation. The LaMP X band radar
observations and the sensitivity study made with the
cloud-scale Clark model show the strong orographic inﬂu-
ence in the convective initiation and enhancement. Never-
theless, ﬁner scale studies would certainly prove
interesting but would require a denser measurement net-
work and/or amore intensive use of small scalemodelling.
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Appendix: Extraction of SIWV
from STD
The SIWV are obtained from the Slant Wet Delay
(SWD), i.e. the speciﬁc path delay due to water vapour.
The Slant Hydrostatic Delay (SHD) which is the other
part of the STD is needed for the calculation. This
SHD is obtained from the Zenithal Hydrostatic Delay
(ZHD).
Thus, the ﬁrst step is to calculate the ZHD at each
GPS stations. In order to evaluate the ZHD from
atmospheric pressure, the classical relationship is used
(SAASTAMOINEN, 1972; DAVIS et al., 1985):
ZHD ¼ 0:0022768 P 0ð1 – 0:00266 cos ð2 kÞ – 0:00028HÞ
where P0 is the atmospheric pressure, H is the height
above the geoid, and k is the latitude. The latitude, longi-
tude and altitude above the reference ellipsoid (WGS84)
are obtained directly from the GPS data processing. This
ellipsoidal height is converted into the altitude H above
the geoid (i.e. the geographic height) using the latest ver-
sion of Earth Gravitational Model, EGM2008 (KENYON
et al., 2007). The pressures calculated thanks to VERA
are used for all the GPS receivers (because most of the
GPS receivers are not collocated with a pressure sensor).
VERA gives the mean sea level pressure on an 8 km grid.
Hence a spatial interpolation is made and an altitude cor-
rection is applied in order to deﬁne atmospheric pressure
at each GPS station. The Slant Hydrostatic Delays are
obtained by projecting the ZHDs along the corresponding
satellite-station paths taking into account Earth curvature
(spherical approximation) and pressure gradients (DAVIS
et al., 1993; FLORES et al., 2000):
SHD ¼ mh ZHD ð1þ Z cotðeÞÞ
and:
SWD ¼ STD SHD
With mh the Niell hydrostatic mapping function (NIELL,
1996), which depends only on the latitude, the altitude,
the day of year and the elevation e, and with
Z ¼ HðZHDÞ
ZHDDs the normalized delay gradient, where
DðZHDÞ is the difference between the ZHD at GPS sta-
tion and the ZHD where the satellite-station ray reaches
the altitude H ¼ RTMg (the scale height of the atmosphere,
with R the perfect gas constant, T the absolute tempera-
ture, M the mean molecular mass of air, and g the
gravitational acceleration) and Ds is the corresponding
horizontal distance. Doing so amounts to a ﬁrst order cor-
rection of ZHD spatial variations. This correction is usu-
ally negligible but can be quite signiﬁcant in the presence
of strong pressure gradients and/or low ray elevations.
There are mainly two models for SIWV derivation
from SWD, the linear model develops by BEVIS et al.
(1992), based on comparison between GPS and radioson-
des in the US and the polynomial model of EMARDSON
and DERKS (2000) for Europe. The two models are dif-
ferent but give very similar results. Surprisingly, the
BEVIS et al. (1992) model show better agreement with su-
persite V radiosounding data. Hence this model is used
for SIWV calculation in the current study:
SIWV ¼ 108 SWD
qRv
k3
70:2þ 0:72 T þ k
0
2
 1
with T the ground level temperature (derived from VERA
potential temperature), q the density of liquid water,
Rv= 461.51 J kg
1 K1 the speciﬁc gas constant of water
vapour k
0
2 = 3.739 10
5 K2 hPa1 and k3 = 22.1 K hPa
1.
The sensitivity of SIWV on ground temperature is quite
low: the SIWV variations with temperature are of about
0.25% per Kelvin.
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